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Previously
What is a parameter inference package? 

Monday: 
Boltzmann codes: CLASS by Thomas, CAMB by Matteo 
▶︎ backbone of cosmological parameter inference 

Tuesday:  
Statistics: MCMC, MultiNest, PolyChord by Will 
▶︎ tools of parameter inference 

Parameter inference package: new code COBAYA by Jesús  
▶︎ connects physics, statistics and data 

Today: 
More parameter inference packages: 
MontePython 3 (this talk) and CosmoSIS by Joe
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Overview

1. Brief introduction of new features in MontePython 3 

2. Overview of the structure of the code 

3. Basic introduction on how to use the code 

4. Advanced usage and details on MontePython 3 improvements
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MontePython 3: new features

New version 3.0 of MontePython as of last week 
▶︎ see release paper Brinckmann & Lesgourgues 1804.07261 

Notable new features 
1. Superupdate (speed up & easier to converge) 

2. Fisher matrix calculation (speed up & easier to converge) 

3. New likelihoods (more/new data, mock likelihoods) 

4. Improved plotting (nice plots, easier to customize)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.07261
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MontePython 3: modular structure
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MontePython 3: modular structure
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MontePython 3: modular structure
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MontePython 3: param file
Understanding the .param file 

List of experiments: must match
names in likelihood folder
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MontePython 3: param file
Understanding the .param file Over-sampling of fast nuisance parameters

Cosmological
parameters

Nuisance parameters are
sampled 4x as much
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Understanding the .param file 

Cosmological parameters 

Type1-sigma

Parameter names
must be CLASS 
compatible, as in 
explanatory.ini* Mean

ScalingLower and
upper bound
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MontePython 3: param file
Understanding the .param file 

Nuisance parameters are only
used by MontePython, i.e.
are not passed to CLASS

Nuisance type

Nuisance parameters 
are often faster to vary

Over-sampling speeds
up convergence
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MontePython 3: param file
Understanding the .param file 

Derived parameters do not
affect the run and are computed

from the other parameters Derived type

Derived parameters can be added in post-processing
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MontePython 3: param file
Understanding the .param file 

Cosmological arguments
are fixed parameters

passed to CLASS

Arguments control e.g. numerical precision  
and fixed cosmological parameters
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MontePython 3: installation
• Download & install CLASS (see lecture by Thomas Tram)  
▶︎ https://github.com/lesgourg/class_public 
▶︎ compile CLASS with wrapper (i.e. use “make clean;make” not “make class”) 

• Need Python 2.7.x with numpy, scipy, matplotlib and cython 
▶︎ Python 3 users will need to install Python 2.7 and use that version (including libraries!) in 
order to run MontePython. Be careful with pointers to Python 3, as they can cause problems.  
▶︎ compatibility with Python 3 is planned  
▶︎ for MPI parallel runs also need mpi4py 

• Download or clone MontePython from github 
▶︎ https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public 

• Set up configuration file  
▶︎ cp default.conf.template default.conf 
▶︎ update paths 

That’s it!

https://github.com/lesgourg/class_public
https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public
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MontePython 3: running the code
Required input  
▶︎ python montepython/MontePython.py run    plus … 
      -p input/example.param 
      -o chains/planck_run 
      -N 10000 

Basic options  
      -c covmat/base2015.covmat 
      -b bestfit/base2015.bestfit 

Possible to launch parallel jobs manually (for Metropolis-Hastings) or using MPI 
▶︎ mpirun -np N montepython/MontePython.py run    … 

To use multiple cores per chain first write (CLASS is parallelized to 8-32 cores) 
▶︎ OMP_NUM_THREADS=M 

This will create N number MPI processes each running on M number of cores 

input parameter file  
output directory 
number of proposed steps for each chain

use covariance matrix as proposal distribution 
use a bestfit file as starting point for the run

For more see appendix B of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: analyzing output

Analyze chains with info 
▶︎ python montepython/MontePython.py info chains/planck_run    plus … 

Additional notable options 

Fans of GetDist can also use that, as the chains format 
is the same and a .paramnames file is provided

Plotting received an overhaul in 3.0!

+ many more (see documentation and 3.0 release paper)!

intelligent analysis:
non-Markovian points
removed by default,

no unnecessary
removal of data

For more see appendix C of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: plotting

Created with MontePython info using 
▶︎ --extra example.plot with two customization scripts passed in example.plot 
python montepython/MontePython info dir1 dir2 dir3 --extra plot_files/ex.plot

Improved contours, 
added control of e.g.
colors, axes, legends,

Custom scripts of python  
code can be added
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For more see appendix C of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: advanced usage

1. New features and advanced sampling options 

2. Sampling new parameters in CLASS 

3. Communication with CLASS  and adding new parameterizations 

(4. Adding likelihoods)
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MontePython 3: Fisher matrix
Compute Fisher matrices by adding 
▶︎ --method Fisher 
▶︎ Can use inverse as input covariance matrix for faster convergence 
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For more see section 3 of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: Fisher matrix

Important

Speed up convergence by first
computing an inverse Fisher matrix 

to use as proposal distribution!

For more see section 3 of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: superupdate

--update : Periodically updates the covariance matrix  
▶︎ changes the shape and size of the proposal distribution  
▶︎ particularly important with parameter degeneracies 

--superupdate : adjusts the jumping factor  
▶︎ i.e. re-scales the size of the proposal distribution  
▶︎ mitigates ill effects of poor initial knowledge  
▶︎ optimizes jumping factor to optimal acceptance rate (~25%) 

For more see section 2 of 1804.07261

Since v2.2 (October 2015)

New in v3.0

Boosting Metropolis-Hastings sampling
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--superupdate : adjusts the jumping factor  
 

Cosmologists usually aim for an a.r. of 25% since Dunkley et al. 2005  
▶︎ achieved by above criteria because in many cases a.r. starts low 

The jumping factor is directly related to the covariance matrix  
▶︎ must update jumping factor after changing the covariance matrix 

I.e., we want to keep the volume of the proposal density constant

23

MontePython 3: superupdate
For more see section 2 of 1804.07261

https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0405462
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MontePython 3: superupdate

NB: Fisher method 
struggles without 

a good bestfit  
and/or 

with non-Gaussian 
parameters

superupdate: 
consistent 

performance  
boost

2x

3x

3x

!

For more see section 4 of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: superupdate

12x48 core-hours saved!

For more see section 4 of 1804.07261
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Boosting Metropolis-Hastings sampling 
 
 
 
 
Note: superupdate always enables update 

Main advantages 
▶︎ faster convergence 
▶︎ better at dealing with difficult cases 

26

MontePython 3: superupdate
For more see section 2 of 1804.07261

Since v2.2 (October 2015)

Always neutral or better

New in v3.0
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MontePython 3: likelihoods
Likelihoods can be found in the folder:  
▶︎ <montepython_directory>/montepython/likelihoods/ 

New (18) or updated (3) likelihoods in MontePython 3.0

For more see appendix D of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3:  
communication with CLASS

MontePython interacts with CLASS through the wrapper and 
automatically accepts any parameter that is implemented in CLASS. 

Example: you have implemented a model in CLASS with parameters 
my_parameter1 and my_parameter2, as well as precision 
parameters my_precision1 and my_precision2. 

These parameters can be directly added to the .param file. 

For more see appendix A of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3:  
communication with CLASS

These parameters can be directly added to the .param file. 

That’s it!

For more see appendix A of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3:  
communication with CLASS

* We can add a custom parameterization for our new parameters. To do 
this, we have to modify  
▶︎ <montepython_directory>/montepython/data.py 

We have now redefined my_parameter2 as a function of 
my_parameter1 and my_parameterization

…

For more see appendix A of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3:  
communication with CLASS

The new parameterization can be directly added to the .param file. 

That’s it!

For more see appendix A of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3:  
communication with CLASS

Can call any function in the wrapper: 

For more see appendix A of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: more information
MontePython 3 paper 
▶︎ Brinckmann & Lesgourgues 1804.07261 

Official documentation 
▶︎ http://monte-python.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 

Help files 
▶︎ python montepython/MontePython.py run -h                              (more details: --help) 
▶︎ python montepython/MontePython.py info -h                              (more details: --help) 

Github readme  
https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public 

Wiki 
https://github.com/baudren/montepython_public/wiki 

Previous talks and tutorials on Julien Lesgourgues’ website  
https://lesgourg.github.io/courses.html 

Problems? Open a ticket on my github page (after trying to find a solution yourself)  
https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.07261
http://monte-python.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public
https://github.com/baudren/montepython_public/wiki
https://lesgourg.github.io/courses.html
https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public
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MontePython 3: adding likelihoods

1. Create folder, e.g. starting from a similar likelihood  
▶︎ cp -r simlow my_likelihood

The folder contains two files 

▶︎ 

2. Rename .data file to match folder name, i.e. my_likelihood 

▶︎

For more see appendix D of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: adding likelihoods
3. Rename class in __init__.py to match folder name 

For more see appendix D of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: adding likelihoods
4. Rename class variables in my_likelihood.data 

For more see appendix D of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: adding likelihoods
Perhaps we want a prior on the sound horizon at drag epoch 

5. Modify my_likelihood.data as necessary, e.g. in our example 

For more see appendix D of 1804.07261
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MontePython 3: adding likelihoods
6. Modify __init__.py as necessary, e.g. in our example 

For more see appendix D of 1804.07261


